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Data from 1st Radiology 
Management course

• 23 delegates attending

• 22 delegates submitted feedback forms. 

• All data collected is presented here.

• All comments are published unedited.



Overall Value 
of the meeting: 
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this meeting has been useful for me I would recommend this course to friends



General 
Meeting 
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overall course content opportunity for
discussion

frequency of breaks venue food organisation



Comments from delegates 

Great course. Really enjoyed the interactive elements! Perhaps group work on management tasks e.g. business case 
might be useful to apply knowledge gained
Really good content and organisation. The sessions were informative and useful. Food and accommodation was 
excellent! Thank you.
Absolutely brilliant course. Interesting topics, engaging and interactive throughout. Extremely well organised and 
amazing venue. Great value for money. Excellent insight into difficulties/ considerations for consultant life.  
This was a well organised and very useful course. Thank you for an excellent two days.
I have been pleasantly surprised by the content of the meeting and the level of engagement. It has been insightful 
looking at leadership qualities, communication and job planning. Excellent organisation and accommodation. Highly 
recommended. Thank you.
Better than expected. Some useful tools and insights. Excellent delivery. Excellent venue. Thank you. 
thank you
improve directions to the exact venue on the premises of the college. Shorten the time between 1st day end time and 
the dinner. 
The content with Prof Canter was highly effective. Please continue to include this. The food/ accommodation is one of 
the best. It has made the course extremely pleasant to attend. I also appreciate this being radiology focused as in general 
courses we don't feel as seen for our specialty.



Comments from delegates 

The industry sessions can be made more interactive in order to make them more interesting. Prof Canter's talks were 
excellent, engaging and fun. Plenty of mental models to take away. Tax/accountant talk is complex. I think numerical 
examples to illustrate the points would help understand further. Also the talk needs to be more brief. 

Excellent course. Very practical talks and useful tips and advice. Thank you. Would definitely recommend to others. 

Excellent course. I had to give a bunch of great talks a score of 4 so the outstanding ones could get a 5! Thank you.

A very well organised and informative course relevant to all new consultants. All presentations were excellent and 
focussed and provided a good insight into various areas of management and leadership in the NHS. The venue, catering 
and food was fantastic. Excellent course overall. Will highly recommend this course to my colleagues. THank you!

Thank you. Maybe I could suggest a talk on formal management qualifications/courses appropriate for people interested 
to pursue further. E.g. executive leadership MBA courses such as those Oscar teaches on. 

Excellent course. Thanks

Excellent course and venue. Complaints, tax and indemnity talks shouldn't all be at the end of day 2 - depressing end to 
the course.

Really useful course

Excellent faculty with useful evidence based lectures. The lectures were memorable and relevant for me at ST5 level. 
Venue and food were exceptional! Thank you. I'll be recommending the course to colleagues. 
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